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A very interesting research.

Page 8. L-7. Include the final sample size and how many did not want to participate. To make it clear. In the abstract is announced 566 but in this part is announced 3349 and not the 566, or the reasons why it is much less than planned. It is confusing. Please detail more.

Page 8. Can you detail a bit more the process of selection of individuals? was randomly or purposively selection? If it is random, then why there is not balance in the participation of women and men?

Page 8. L39-until Pag 9, L22. While knowledge in Sexual and reproductive health is important, is no less important the practice and attitudes. Here you mention that 2nd part is on Practice but nothing was worked on attitudes. Please explain why.

Page 8. L27-31. Can you mention what was the range of factor communalities of the knowledge part?

In general. There is no consistency in the use of terms for KAP survey and its informed results. Please verify this. You switch terms permanently and it is unclear. Please revise.

Throughout the results section it is only presented two elements of KAP: knowledge and sexual practices. Attitudes are not presented and not studied explicitly. Is this so? Why?

Page 14. L31. It is presented that "women are shown to have more information and adopted healthier behaviors related to sexual relations and use of contraceptives". Was gender approach included in the survey to deepen the "why" from attitudes section?. Attitudes can be different from men and women. And this difference could have been interesting to have, particularly when you present about use of contraception, risky behaviors.

The discussion section keeps presenting the results. Please keep each part well separated.
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